
CATS: YOUNG ACTORS EDITION — SYNOPSIS

CATS: Young Actors Edition opens as the Cats enter the junkyard and begin telling the
audience about the history, actions and attitudes of their kind (“Jellicle Songs for Jellicle
Cats”). They point out that Cats have three different names: the names their owners
give them, the names they call one another, and the secret names that only the Cats
themselves know. MUNKUSTRAP explains that once a year at the Jellicle Ball, OLD
DEUTERONOMY, a highly respected leader, chooses one cat to be reborn and live
another Jellicle life. The Cats muse on who it will be this year (“The Naming of Cats”),
and then the specific Cats who are being considered for this rebirth are introduced.

Munkustrap chimes in to tell the story of JENNYANYDOTS, a cat who sits idle during
the day while her family is awake, but creeps around the house at night, organizing the
mice and cockroaches into productive groups (“The Old Gumbie Cat”). RUM TUM
TUGGER then bolts onto the scene to sing about himself and his way of life. He is a
bundle of confidence and energy who loves being the center of attention (“The Rum
Tum Tugger”). Everyone relishes the fun, but the energy completely shifts as
GRIZABELLA enters. Grizabella is an outcast among the other Cats, and their disdain
for her is obvious. Though she was once a “glamour cat,” she is now a pitiful shadow of
her former self (“Entry of Grizabella”). A police siren wails, and the Cats, fearing that
MACAVITY be lurking nearby, scatter. Two Cats creep their way back onstage.

MUNGOJERRIE and RUMPLETEAZER, a pair of mischievous cats, play and dance as
they have a moment to themselves (“Mungojerrie and Rumpleteazer”). As their song
ends, the other Cats gradually return. Old Deuteronomy arrives and the Cats marvel
over him and his long, legendary life (“Old Deuteronomy”) and the excitement over the
Jellicle Ball begins anew (“Introduction to the Jellicle Ball”). Old Deuteronomy officially
starts the ball and the Cats dance until they collapse (“Song of the Jellicles and the
Jellicle Ball”). Grizabella returns, motivating the other Cats to leave. Though she tries to
dance like the other Cats, Grizabella is no longer able, and she reflects on what her life
has become (“Grizabella: The Glamour Cat”). Realizing she is still alone, Grizabella
walks offstage.

JELLYLORUM returns, gathers the younger Cats, and introduces GUS the theatre cat.
Gus is far past his prime, but he loves to look fondly back on his performing days,
regaling the other Cats with grand stories of his talent (“Gus: The Theatre Cat”). When
Gus finishes sharing, the Cats begin to call for SKIMBLESHANKS, the Cat who keeps
the railway train running on time (“Skimbleshanks: The Railway Cat”). Everyone is
enjoying themselves when Macavity, the mystery cat, returns and reinstills fear into
them. Macavity kidnaps Old Deuteronomy, and they both disappear without a trace. The



other Cats, crushed, contemplate exactly the type of Cat Macavity is (“Macavity: The
Mystery Cat”).

As concern begins to grow over Old Deuteronomy’s disappearance, the Cats turn to
MISTER MISTOFFELEES, a Cat known for his cleverness and magical skills. After a bit
of showmanship, Mistoffelees performs one last trick and recovers Old Deuteronomy
(“Magical Mister Mistoffelees”). With their leader back, the Cats realize it’s time to
decide which Cat will be reborn. Before one can be selected, Grizabella reenters and
shares her story (“Memory”). Old Deuteronomy chooses Grizabella, and the other Cats
acknowledge the choice as she ascends to the Heaviside Layer (“Journey to the
Heaviside Layer”). The show closes as wise Old Deuteronomy and the ensemble,
reflecting on how cats and humans are not so different, encourage the audience to treat
their cats well (“The Ad-dressing of Cats”).

CATS: YOUNG ACTORS EDITION — CAST LIST

Admetus

Alonzo

Asparagus/Gus

Bill Bailey

Bombalurina

Carbucketty

Cassandra

Coricopat and Tantomile

Demeter

Grizabella

Jellylorum

Jemima

Jennyanydots

Macavity



Mister Mistoffelees

Mungojerrie and Rumpleteazer

Munkustrap

Old Deuteronomy

Quaxo

Rum Tum Tugger

Skimbleshanks

Victoria


